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Washington, DC–Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for

Business has selected Wiley Rein & Fielding LLP’s Government

Contracts Group as one of the nation’s leading practices and has

named partner Rand L. Allen as a “Leading Individual” in this field of

law. Ratings are based on extensive interviews of law firms’ clients,

colleagues and competitors.

The 2005 edition of the Chambers guide recognizes the firm’s “team

of 25 talented attorneys” and notes that the group demonstrates

“expertise in both their written briefs and powerful advocacy skills.”

Also acknowledged is the practice’s broad experience handling the

entire range of government contracting issues, specifically that,

“attorneys advise on bid protests and contract claims, procurement

fraud and IP rights protection.”

Practice group leader Rand Allen, singled out for his “high-quality

work,” is “credited with being the driving force behind the practice,

and endorsed for his pragmatic approach to negotiations.” Mr. Allen,

who was recently named the Washington, DC area’s leading

government contracts lawyer, is commended by clients for his “huge

experience–he knows it all.”

WRF’s Government Contracts Practice handles every aspect of

government contracting, from contract formation and bid protest

issues to performance disputes and fraud allegations. Our clients

span virtually all industries, including defense and aerospace,
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information technology, professional services, health care, A-E and construction services.
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